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Message from the Headmaster  

 

 

 
The world is a tumultuous place at present but school life offers reassuring routine. As the changing seasons make 

themselves apparent with narcissi bobbing their yellow heads and the length of day extending with long, sun filled 

afternoons, so too in school our seasonal transitions are noticeable. Swapping rugby balls for hockey sticks and soon 

the comforting gentle knocks of willow against leather will resonate across the field, whilst our year 11 and year 13 

students focus on exam preparation- spring is here and summer is beyond the corner.   

 

The school has been honoured with a stream of high profile visitors this half term; the Lord Lieutenant of 

Hertfordshire, MP Dean Russell, poet and author Michael Rosen and Chief Executive Officer and Keeper of The 

National Archives Jeff James.  The lectures by Mr Rosen and Mr James were coordinated and thanks to the work of 

our Sixth Formers.  We are very privileged to have such capable students who were able to organise these exclusive 

visits and those involved should be extremely proud. 

Our School community is dependent on the support and participation of staff, students and parents and I am proud 

to say that we have a thriving community thanks to the passion and commitment shown by all members.  I now 

reach out to parents to get involved with our wonderful community by supporting our school parent association, the 

Friends of School.  The Friends are a small but vital group who provide social opportunities and with their fundraising 

efforts help create opportunities for boys that would otherwise not be possible. I realise life is demanding but I 

would urge you to consider if you could spare a couple of hours a term to serve drinks at a concert.  The Friends also 

urgently require members to join the committee, which will involve attending a meeting every half term.  Without 

new parent involvement now, the future of the Friends of School remains uncertain which would be a great loss to 

the School, please follow the link here to sign up to get involved today: How can I help  the Friends of School 

 

The tragic loss of our much-loved student, Lochan, earlier in the year, was marked with a memorial service. A book 

of condolence is full with memories of a wonderful boy whose death is a massive loss to the whole school 

community.  Our thoughts are with the Pennant-Shah family.   

I take this opportunity to remind you that in any time of difficulty or struggle, be it grief or anxiety please don’t 

hesitate to reach out for support, our website has full details of who you can contact here: 

https://www.watfordboys.org/573/counselling 

I wish all of our students, staff and families a peaceful Easter break. 

 

Mr Ian Cooksey 

Headmaster 

 

 

 

Read the latest entry on our Sixth Former’s Academic Blog from 

student Hamish Sterling entitled: ‘l'Exception Culturelle Française : le 

Passé, le Présent et le Futur’, yes it’s in French but fear not there is 

also a translation in English.  

 

The Looking Glass Academic Blog 

 

Academic Blog   

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1GU6gNJONE1jDFTdASCveyk7E-609O7BACR-sdlYvBeQ/edit
https://www.watfordboys.org/573/counselling
https://wbgslookingglass.blogspot.com/2022/03/lexception-culturelle-francaise-le.html
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Our Philosophy, religion and ethics department continues to play a very active role: 

Year 10 Alan Senitt Upstanders participants visited Nower Hill High School in Pinner and Copthall School  in Mill Hill 
as part of their programme. After Easter, all the schools in the programme will come to our own school for the final 
seminar. 

 
The students going forward to represent WBGS in the Culham Institute/RE Online blog competition are Noah V in 7B 

and Kevin S in 7F.   

On 25th February, we were honoured to host Lord 
Lieutenant for Hertfordshire Robert Voss, Dean 
Russell MP and the family of Harry Bibring to plant 
an oak tree in Harry's memory on the school 
ground.  This is part of the Association of Jewish 
Refugees campaign 80 trees for 80 years, you can 
find out more about this campaign on their website: 
https://ajr.org.uk/ 
A reminder after Easter, we will be hosting an 
interfaith Iftar.  This will be in the evening of 
26th April. For information, please see the letter sent 
out. 

Mrs Charlton 
Head of PRE 
 
 
 
 
 
The Afro-Caribbean Society, led by Sidney Sarpong (Headboy) and Mrs Kotecha (Head of year 9), is a society that is 
comprised of students who come from different backgrounds, cultures, and ethnicities. Every Thursday, we discuss a 
wide range of topics that include the way you dress and how that might lead people to create misconceptions in 
their minds about you, and we also discuss how important it is to have your own opinion. Whether that might be in 
choosing GCSE and A level subjects or any other time you have to make a decision in your life. This society helps 
students to be confident and express their differences and helps us grow into decent young men, especially of an 
ethnic minority. I highly recommend going to the Afro-Caribbean society as it is a place where you can freely put 
your thoughts forward and your voice will be heard. Additionally, it is a great place to get to know people better and 
possibly make new friends. 

Edgar Dogbe 

 

 

The Spring Chess Knockout Tournament 2022 consisted of 16 top players from Years 7-9 battling it out during a 

series of chess matches over 5 weeks. At the end of it, we are delighted to announce the following results: 1st Place - 

Leo G; 2nd Place - Thomas B; 3rd Place - Rishi P; 4th Place - Alex F. 

These players, as well as all the other participants, have shown exceptional chess ability throughout the tournament 

and we would like to congratulate them on such success. 

 

Yueyang Han 

PRE News   

Afro-Caribbean Society News   

Chess Club News   

https://ajr.org.uk/
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The votes are in - the results were exceptionally close and I am very pleased to announce that David Roberts will be 

our new Head Boy for 2022-23. I am sure David will be very ably supported by his deputies, Aryan Kaul leading the 

Academic prefect team, Finn McLean leading the Character team and Zaki Brister the Community team. 

Congratulations to all of the students who put great effort into the hustings and to all of our newly appointed Senior 

Prefect Team!   

Mrs Groves  

Assistant Headteacher  

 

 

 

  

In Food Technology, Baking club has been in full swing with 

Year 8 producing wonderful bakes and learning how to adapt 

cake recipes, which can be made and baked in just over an 

hour on Mondays after school. 

The sessions have culminated in a bake off – notable bakers 

this term are Robert Kartov for his delicious zesty orange cup 

cakes, Rayhan Mohammed  for his beautifully 

presented  pineapple upside down cake,  Aayush Singh for his 

fruity Lemon ricotta cupcakes,  and Lokan Bavisi for his creative 

Easter blondies.  Thank you also goes to Dilan Raja and Joseph 

De Laubenque in year 12 for supporting and judging during this 

activity. The next round of Year 8 baking club commences after Easter, please contact Mrs Zacharia, there are a few 

places left. 

 

Year 7 rotations have again produced some 

wonderful salad designs. The boys have really 

enjoyed the challenge of designing a healthy 

salad that meets the Eat Well guidelines they 

have learnt about in their food theory lessons 

with Mrs Jeffery.  

Year 10 GCSE groups rose to the challenge of 

designing a high protein dish for vegetarians. 

This saw an array of high protein alternative 

ingredients and the students learning that 

adapting meat based recipes with plant based 

alternatives produced delicious results.  

Mrs Zacharia  

Food Technology 

 

 

 

Food Technology News   

Congratulations to our new Head Boy!   
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Congratulations to the 200 musicians who took part in the two stunning Spring Concerts in the penultimate week of 

term. The music making was outstanding and it was great to see all the hard work in rehearsals paying off in 

performance. On the Wednesday evening there were performances by the Fuller Quartet, the Brass Ensemble, the 

Piano Trio, the Brass Band, the Senior Choir, the Big Band, the Senior Wind Band, the Senior Orchestra, and for the 

first time, our newly-formed Rock Band. On the Thursday evening, the Year 7 Orchestra and the Intermediate Band 

were given their chance to shine too. It was great to have over 400 supporters witnessing the talents of our 11 

ensembles, performing an eclectic mix of music, covering 

amongst others, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Modern, Film, 

Rock and Jazz styles. We were very proud of the contribution 

made by our young musicians to enable us to put on two 

evenings of high quality music-making. 

Next term we will be turning our attention to the Annual Music 

Competition, so please encourage your sons to enter this 

event where they can perform a solo piece of their choice to a 

visiting adjudicator. There will be classes that should suit 

everybody, from beginner performers to more advanced solo 

classes, as well as an opportunity for some ensemble 

performances. More details will follow in due course. We also have the musical ‘Oliver’ to look forward to and this 

production will feature a number of our musicians in the orchestra and our singers on stage! 

The new instrumental music timetables for the first half of the summer term will be emailed out to students during 

the Easter holiday. Please make sure that these are checked carefully and lesson times noted accurately, perhaps with 

the aid of the school planner, so that boys do not miss their timetabled lessons. Nine of our instrumental teachers will 

be teaching on our first day back at school, Tuesday April 19th, so many boys will have an instrumental lesson on that 

day.  

We have a day of Associated Board exams just before the Easter holidays and results will be issued at the start of the 

summer term. If your son wishes to take an examination in the summer term, he is more than welcome to join our 

next session, which is likely to take place in the last week of the summer term, but I will need to know details in May. 

Mr Hussey  

Director of Music 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We were honoured to have former Children’s Poet Laureate 

and celebrated poet and author Michael Rosen visit school to 

deliver a Friday afternoon lecture. Mr Rosen is also an alumni 

of Watford Grammar School for Boys and he delivered a 

captivating and a very inspiring talk. 

 
 
 

Music News   

Michael Rosen Lecture    
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World Book Week 
The library came to life for World Book Week and a whole 
host of activities:   
On Monday 28th February Dr Cianci, from the Maths Department 
hosted a second-hand maths text book sale in the library in support 
of the charity ‘Books 2 Africa’, raising over £100 for the charity.  
  
Tuesday 1st March saw an exhibition of ‘Watford Grammar School 
for Boys’ rich history, with amazing artefacts from our archives. 
With boys given the opportunity to delve into some of the 
fascinating history of WBGS including school reports dating back 
over 100 years.  
  
Wednesday 2nd March welcomed Mrs Barnes, from the History Department who turned the library into an historic 
armoury with a splendid display of swords and armour.  Boys were able to inspect a variety of Medieval and Roman 
swords and listen to a talk from Mrs Barnes on their history 

 
Lunchtime on Thursday 3rd March Mr Tokarz, Head of our English Department delivered a lively chat on the author 
Lem Stanislaw, a polish writer of science fiction. His most famous being Solaris, which has been adapted for film 
several times the latest being 2002, directed by Steven Soderbergh, starring George Clooney and produced by James 
Cameron. This film emphasizes the human relationships and excludes Lem's scientific and philosophical themes.  
 
Duke of Edinburgh Award Students 

Our Year 10 Duke of Edinburgh award boys have been very busy volunteering in the Library, we presently have 

Twenty-seven volunteers in the library helping out break-time and after school. As part of their evidence they are 

encouraged to produce a display of books they recommend, on any topic they like. The boys are tasked with finding 

the books, preparing a poster to advertise their chosen subject and producing an eye catching display. 

This weeks ‘Culture Around the World’ display has been presented by Rahul, 

Stephen and Lakshya, if you are passing the library please pop in to have a look 

and maybe borrow a book from their display. Last week’s display ‘History & 

Politics in the West’ presented by Haseen F was a huge success, he was very 

pleased to see many of the books were borrowed. 

Mrs Waterman  

Librarian 

 

 

 

 

Library News   
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This has been a very exciting term for Computer Science 
Society - we’ve been looking at all sorts of things, from 
codebreaking to hackathons, algorithmic sorting solutions to 
making Tic Tac Toe.  
We were proud to welcome an Old Boy who is currently 
studying at the prestigious Imperial College London earlier this 
term. He provided a valuable insight to A Level Sixth Form 
students on studying Computer Science at university.  
 
Next half term, we’re going to be doing a Python Bootcamp - 
perfect for anyone that has been meaning to learn how to 
code or if you’re a GCSE student that just wants to get better.  
 
Computing Society runs every Tuesday lunchtime in room TCL. 
Students are welcome to bring their lunch.  
 

Harshal Sadwelkar  

 

 

 

 

 
The History Boys were proud to welcome Jeff James, Chief Executive Officer and Keeper of The National Archives to 
give a talk to students on Wednesday 30th March. Mr James started his career as an electronic engineer in the Royal 
Navy. He has held operational management roles at the University of Leeds, Swift Research and the British Library. 
He spent six years as Director of Operations and Services at The National Archives before joining the Chartered 
Institute of Housing as Deputy Chief Executive.  

Mr James is currently 
completing his PhD on 
Victorian Workhouses. 
Mr James delivered a 
fascinating talk about his 
career and the important 
work of the National 
Archives which holds 200 
linear kilometres of 
records and over 400 
million records online.  
Artefacts ranging from 
the Doomsday book to 
Youtube and current 
tweets by Ministers and 
the PM and everything in 

between are under the stewardship of Mr James at the National Archives.  Students posed a range of intelligent 
questions during a Q & A after the talk raising subjects such as how the archives are financed to how they manage 
fake news.  
Thanks and congratulations to our enthusiastic Sixth Former Harshal Sadwelkar for securing such a distinguished 
guest speaker.  To find out more about the National Archives you can visit their website: 
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ 
 

Mr McDermott 
Head of History 

Computer Science Society    

History Boys Society    

https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
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It has been another very busy half-term for Politics Society, which has continued to generate very large turnouts 
from across the school. 

This half-term saw custodianship of the society pass from Ibrahim Chaudry in Y13, under whom the society went 
from strength to strength, to a group of Y12 students. Pols Soc has provided boys with a welcome forum in which to 
digest and discuss Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, together with developments from across the UK and elsewhere. 

External speakers this half-term were Oliver Dowden MP, Tom Milford (ex-student and Cambridge grad, now 
working for Robert Jenrick MP), and Sevak Juss (ex-student, currently reading History & Politics at University).  In 
addition, our very own Mr Nutter (Econ Teacher) held a barnstorming session considering the economic case for 
Brexit. As ever, if your son is interested in current affairs, please encourage him to come along and get involved 

 
 

  

 
 

Onatti Theatre Company 
On Tuesday 22nd March Watford Boys welcomed the 

theatre company Onatti to perform their play Horoskop 

to pupils of German in Years 8 and 9 in the James 

Theatre. The play was really well received and the actors 

performed in German throughout and followed the story 

of Mia, the main protagonist.  

Everyone likes a sneaky peek at their Horoscope, but Mia 

takes it very seriously. When she reads that 'love is on 

the horizon’ she takes the message to literally mean that 

the next boy she meets must be a potential boyfriend. 

However, she can't understand it when things don't go as 

her stars predicted! Please enjoy some student reviews 

from our year 8 students below.  

Mrs Foord 

Modern Foreign Languages 

MFL News    

  Politics Society News  
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Report by Achinyta Shukla: 

In my opinion, the German play ‘Horoskop’ was absolutely amazing. The acting was quite humorous and presented 

an interesting storyline with several twists and turns. The performance also involved the audience, which I found 

quite unique for them. During the performance, I could thoroughly understand what the actors were saying and for 

people who hadn’t learnt a lot of German, could understand through hand gestures and great acting. Overall, this 

was an amazing experience and I would definitely recommend it to people new to speaking German! 

Report by Ben Waddell: 

After the German play this afternoon, I was intrigued. I would say I understood about 75 to 80% of the play, but I 

understood the plot 100%. My favourite character was Fred. I would recommend this to people who have some 

knowledge in German. 

Report by Sri Vishnu Radhakrishnan 

I loved this German play. Even though there were only two German actors and limited scenery, using this they were 
able to create an enticing, comedic story.  
 
The storyline is basically about a fifteen year old girl who relies too much on her horoscope. One day, when she opens 
up her phone to see her horoscope read, ‘love is on the horizon’ and just then a good-looking boy enters the scene! 
 
I was able to understand most of this German play. Even though some words were unfamiliar to me, I was able to 
pick out a few words and understand the context. On top of this, the two actors were able to excellently portray 
various emotions by using humorous gestures and mannerisms. 
 
Honestly, before I had gone to this play, I wasn’t expecting much but while watching this play, I was on the edge of 
my seat. The stage presence of the actors was phenomenal and they kept my attention throughout the whole play.  
 
Horoskop was amazing and one of the best educational plays I have seen in a long time.  

 
Nous allons à  la chasse à l'ours 
 
One Friday afternoon in early March, there was a 

palpable buzz in school. Rumour was spreading fast 

that Michael Rosen was on site. Like a true celebrity, he 

had to have a security cordon to move around the 

corridors and boys desperately tried to catch a glimpse 

or a photo of him. I was lucky enough to meet him at 

lunchtime and we had a long conversation in French 

about his school days at Wbgs in the 60s and his 

forthcoming visit to a village in the Vendée region 

where he will officially open the Rosen park in memory 

of family members who hid there during the second 

world war. Michael Rosen is truly an amazing man and 

his French is impeccable. I was so inspired by my 

meeting with him and even more by the enthusiasm 

and excitement  he generated that I decided to embark on a project with one of my year 7 classes. During the next 

few lessons, the amazing 7R practised reading "la chasse à l'ours". In a very short time, they learnt how to read the 

story in superb French. Their pronunciation, intonation and delivery were perfect. We recorded the event which we 

sent to Michael Rosen and the staff at Watford Boys. 7R also performed live to their year group, everybody was very 

impressed. Well done boys, Bravo! 

 

Mrs Graham 

Modern Foreign Languages 
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Gift of Gratitude – supporting Ukraine  

 

 

 

The Goggle, is the brand new and official 

WBGS science newsletter! You will find a 

range of interesting articles composed by 

students in Year 12. Read the first 

edition here: 

The Goggle Spring 2022 
Harshal Sadwelkar and Zain Mohammed 

 

 

The art department left the studio for some magical inspiration on 

recent trip to Harry Potter Studios with students from year 8.  The 

boys found the set design, props and costumes great fun and, will no 

doubt give them many ideas for future creations of their own.  

Miss Dreiser 

Head of Art 

 

 

 

This Spring term the year 9 prefects as well as Mrs Kotecha and Mr Braddick-Southgate organised a fundraiser to 

support the children of Ukraine.  We realised that we wanted to help and we could all play a part in this.  The 

gratitude week fundraisers consisted of buying and delivering handmade thank you cards, cupcakes and/or hot 

chocolate for members within the School.  Not only did students and staff across the whole school get involved in 

this united effort, but the charity event also reinforced our key learner attributes including kindness, respect and 

collaboration.  The fundraiser took place for an entire week and many of the year 9 prefects gave up break and form 

times to help. Initially, the idea was that all the money raised from deliveries of these products by year 9 prefects to 

various members of the School would be donated to UNICEF.  However, the canteen staff kindly decided to 

collaborate with us by donating all the money raised from the beverages bought as well.  As a result, we earned 

£380.29 altogether in one week.   A massive thank you to everyone who participated! 

New Science Magazine!    

Art Trip to Harry Potter Studios    

https://watfordgramma.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/The-Goggle-Spring-.pdf?t=1648719520?ts=1648719520
file://///filestaff.staff.watfordboys.local/users$/ConnollyD/My%20Pictures/The%20Goggle%20-%20Spring%20_.pdf
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Sports News  

Junaid Domah 

Year 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hockey News 

U13a Hockey team Match reports written by Sai Dodhia.  

On the 22nd of February the U13A hockey team left school at 8:30am  with a whole day of hockey ahead. We 

arrived at Aldenham school at around 9am- knowing the challenge that lay ahead and walked to their astroturf pitch 

and saw teams already warming up. As we put our kit under shelter we found out that we would be playing four 

matches against Haberdashers, Aldenham, Forest and Bancroft School. Our first match was meant to be against 

Bancroft but since they came late we got a rest on the first set of matches and we eventually played them on the 

second.  

Our team sheet: Max Agarwal, Parth Shah, Dave Kimathi, Nikodem Tkazcuk, Yuvaan Gulvady, Matthew Evans, Elliott 

Marshall, Thilan Rajapakse, Vincent Lee, Sai Dodhia 

 

Hockey News 

Watford boys U13A vs Bancroft School U13A 

Our first match of the tournament was against Bancroft School and we had never played them before so we did not 

know what to expect. We started the game positively and managed to get into their D a few times. We broke the 

deadlock when Yuvaan threaded a ball to Thilan who stopped the ball and scored. The second goal came soon after 

when Sai dribbled into the D and passed it back to Thilan who calmly swept it in at the back post. Bancroft had two 

Essex county players one of whom was a very skilful centre half but I think as a team we contained him very well. In 

the start of the second half we started with the 2-goal advantage and looked to add to it. We then won a short 

corner which was hit from the top of the D into the goal by Sai. We then wrapped the game up when Sai drove into 

the D and hit the ball from the top of the D and into the goal. We were pleased with our start as we had won our 

first game convincingly.  Goals: Sai 2, Thilan 2 

Watford boys U13A vs Forest School U13A 

Our second game was against Forest School which was a team that we had already played previously and had beaten 

them 3-2. The first half was rather back and forth with both teams having chances to take the lead but none were 

taken. With both sides having an abundance of chances it was much to both teams' surprises that the score 

remained level at half time. After the goalless first half we immediately started the second half extremely well and 

after our second attack Elliott opened the scoring. We then dominated the rest of the half, limiting Forest school to 

only a few counter-attacks. We then doubled our lead when Sai scored a short corner from the edge of the D. We 

were pleased with the overall scoreline as we won 2-0 despite a very slow start.  Goals: Sai 1, Elliott 1 
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Watford boys U13A vs Haberdashers U13A 

This was the game that we had all been waiting for as our first game of the season was against Habs and we were 

hammered 7-1. We desperately wanted revenge and we knew that this would prove to be the toughest match in the 

entire tournament. We started the game and adopted a more defensive style as we knew that Habs were lethal on 

the counter-attack. The first few minutes neither team got any real chances but when Sai played a one two with 

Thilan who played him one on one with the goalkeeper he scored a composed goal. We were excited to go into the 

lead but this was early stages and we knew that Habs could easily draw level. When we won another short corner 

which was smashed into the bottom corner by Sai our spirits were high as we saw a look of dismay on the Hab's 

players faces. In the second half we knew that we just needed to defend tightly and the game would be ours 

especially since we had not conceded a goal in the tournament so far. We didn't have any chances early on and we 

made sure that Habs only had a few half chances. We managed to get into the box through excellent play from Max 

and the ball went loose in the D. It was a 50-50 between the goalkeeper and Sai but luckily Sai got to it first and 

managed to bunt it through the goalkeeper's legs and completed his hattrick. With a three goal advantage we knew 

we could not squander our lead and managed to complete our third consecutive clean sheet. After beating Habs we 

were all extremely proud and felt very accomplished.  Goals: Sai 3 

Watford boys U13A vs Aldenham U13A 

Our final game of the tournament was against the hosts, Aldenham. We knew that this would be one of the easier 

matches having already beaten Aldenham 5-3 before the competition. We started the game very well as we did for 

pretty much the entirety of the match and many goals would come. We scored three goals in the first half through 

Sai and Thilan twice and the second half proved to be a goal fest. David got two, Max one and Yuvaan one as most of 

the goals came in just when you thought that would be the final goal. These goals were also mostly scrambles in the 

D where our players managed to push the ball quickly into the corners of the goal. Unfortunately, we did concede 

but won the game 7-1.  Goals: David 2, Max 1, Yuvaan 1, Thilan 2, Sai 1 

Hockey News  

Review  

In review I think that the factor which got us the 100% win record was our rock solid defence. I think that Niko did 

really well in goal considering that he had only played a few games with the A's. The back line also played a crucial 

role and I could not not mention the unseen contribution Matthew, Vincent and Yuvaan played in keeping the 

defence intact. The fact they only conceded 1 goal in eighty minutes of hockey is an incredible feat. Also, the 

midfield was strong with the likes of Elliott, David, Max and Sai who controlled the centre of the pitch. Our attackers, 

Parth and Thilan, also played a massive role in the goals we scored. In conclusion, I think that we thoroughly 

deserved to win the tournament as we put on excellent displays of hockey. Overall Goals: Sai 7, Thilan 4, David 2, 

Max 1, Elliott 1, Yuvaan 1 

U15A Area cup report – Match report by Kayan Patel  
 
After a well earnt 2-2 draw against Bishop Stortford College and a  5-1 win against Bancroft's school the previous 
week we came into the London Area Cup tournament full of confidence and on an upwards trend. The tournament 
consisted of 11 teams with 2 pools of 4 teams and 1 pool of 3 teams. 
 
Our first match was against Haberdashers' Aske's Boys' School and due to the extensive number of matches to be 
played throughout the day the matches were cut down to 15 mins. We started slightly sloppily but had a couple of 
chances however our first game ended 0-0. We then played Dulwich College which ended up being our worst team 
performance of the day. Despite this, we managed to cling on for a 0-0 draw. We then eagerly awaited the result of 
Dulwich College vs HABS which would decide where in the tournament we would progress. This game also ended as 
a 0-0 draw so there was no way of separating the 3 teams at the end of the group stage. This led to a penalty 
shootout between the three teams. 
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First, we played HABS in our first-ever shootout as a team. Kayan, Khrish and Matty stepped forward as the 3 players 
to take the shuffles however we only managed to score 1 of our 4 shuffles leading to our first loss of the day. We 
then played Dulwich College on penalties and Kayan, Jai and Matty scored all 3 of our shuffles, leading to our 3-0 win 
over Dulwich on penalties. Finally, we watched the decisive shootout between Dulwich College and HABS as our fate 
rested with the opposition players. Dulwich ended up winning the shootout meaning all the teams had won one 
game so we were separated by the number of goals scored. Thanks to our clean sweep vs Dulwich we were able to 
finish top of our group and progress to the cup round of the tournament! 
 
After a long wait between our shootout and semi-final match, we finally got onto the pitch to play some hockey! We 
faced Forest School who had beaten us 7-4 earlier in the season so we knew right away it would be a tough game. 
We started the game as the better team and got an early goal thanks to a good finish from Asher Futerman. We 
knew all we had to do was hang on and we would be going to the finals however, unfortunately, we conceded two 
late goals and we were knocked out by Forest School. We were gutted however we held our heads up high knowing 
we still had the chance to finish 3rd. Our final game of the tournament was against Langley Park School for Boys. We 
played exceptionally well and held on throughout the game. The match ended 0-0 meaning we would have another 
penalty shootout but this time with penalty strokes. The shootout started with immediate sudden death. Kayan took 
the first flick however his disappointing effort was saved by the Langley Park Keeper. Langley Park scored their flick 
and we ended up losing the game 1-0 on penalties. 
 
Although we lost the final game there were many positives to take from the tournament with a solid finish of 4th 
place and lots of game time against good teams improving us as individual players and the team as a whole. Special 
mention to Jamie Sewell who got player of the tournament and well done to everyone else who played! Thank you 
Mr Dyson for coaching and umpiring us brilliantly as well as supporting us through the tough matches.  
 

Dave Evans Memorial Rugby Match 

The term has started and ended with events to remember Dave Evans, who passed away in the Autumn after a 

remarkable 49 years of service to the school. In January we held a memorial event at Fullerians RFC, attended by 

over 150 students and colleagues of Dave's. And last Friday our current students put on a Upper Sixth v Lower 

Sixth rugby match, attended by a 

significant part of the school community, 

as well as Dave's widow and daughter. The 

Upper Sixth XV were relieved to avoid 

embarrassment with a 17-5 victory! We 

hope that this match will become a new 

school tradition as we continue to 

celebrate all that Dave brought to the 

school. Few in the history of the Watford 

Grammar Schools have made as big a 

contribution the school community as Dave 

Evans.  Over his 49 years at WBGS, Dave served as Head of Biology, Head of Sixth Form and, for a remarkable 35 

years, 2nd XV rugby coach.  But more than this, he was a gregarious and irrepressible presence around the school, 

dearly loved by his colleagues and students alike. 

 

Mr Matthews & Mr Wallis 
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Stay connected with the latest from WBGS  

 

Boyt Mile 
The Boyt mile took place on the school field on Tuesday 29th 

March, a trophy dedicated by former student and athlete Arthur 

Boyt.  The junior race was won by Max Agarwal who set a new 

year 8 record running the mile in 5.50.02 followed by Leo Gardner 

in second and Suliman Mirza in third places.  

The senior race was won by Josh Hurst completing the mile in 

5.14.5 followed by Qays Judge in second and Fillippos 

Markogiannopplous in third place.  Dr Hedges won the first place 

representing the staff with an impressive time of 5.15.3. 

Congratulations to all of our runners who took part. 

 

 

Remember, the easiest way to stay up to date with the latest news 

about forthcoming fixtures and to see the latest results please make 

use of the Watford Boys dedicated sports website here: 

https://www.watfordboyssports.org/Fixtures_Teams.asp?Id=359 

 

Mr Beere  

Sports / Boyt Mile Coordinator 
 

 

 

 

WBGS has several Twitter accounts managed by departments and staff which are a fantastic way to stay 

connected with the day-to-day events and activities taking place in our school, from who won the 

hockey to words of inspiration. Click through to follow on Twitter today: 

Geography @WBGSGeography PRE @WbgsPRE 

Main School Twitter Account @WBGSExcellence  Science @WBGSScience 

Maths @WBGS_Maths Sixth Form @WBGS6thform 

MFL @WBSLanguages Sports @WBGSSport 

Music @WBGSMusic 

 

  

 

 

 

We have a thriving Alumni community and want to make sure this continues to grow so a reminder to our students 

in Year 13 to make sure they register with as WBGS Alumni, which they can do online here: 

https://www.watfordboys.org/115/register-for-free 

 

ALUMNI NEWS   

 

 
  

https://www.watfordboyssports.org/Fixtures_Teams.asp?Id=359
https://www.watfordboys.org/115/register-for-free
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Friends of WBGS News & Updates  

 

 

 

 

Join the Friends of School – get involved! 

 Would you be willing to spare a couple of hours a term? 

 Get to know other parents and make new friends. 

 Help raise money to support our school. 

The Friends of WBGS is our parent association, a registered charity that supports our school and thanks to the social 

connection it provides and the funds raised, helps to make Watford Boys such a very special place. 

There are so many different ways you can get involved from serving drinks at events to helping with the quiz. 

Whatever time you can give is welcomed. If you would like to get involved please send us an email to 

info@friendsofwbgs.org  or visit our website www.friendsofwbgs.org 

The Friends of School Committee 

 

Stay in Touch 
If you would like to stay up-to-date with the latest news from the school community then why not join us on our 

social media channels: 

 

 

 

 

 

Facebook – School Page 

https://www.facebook.com/watfordgrammarboys 

Facebook – Alumni Page 

https://www.facebook.com/wbgsalumni 

 
Linked In 

https://www.linkedin.com/school/watford-grammar-school-for-boys 

mailto:info@friendsofwbgs.org
https://www.facebook.com/watfordgrammarboys
https://www.facebook.com/wbgsalumni
https://www.linkedin.com/school/watford-grammar-school-for-boys
https://www.linkedin.com/school/watford-grammar-school-for-boys

